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SWELL
VOLUMES.

1MLY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

EVENING,

MARCH 5,

Big Show Windows For Some Special Bargain Prices on Fine

See-Ou- r

AWARD IN

DITGH GASE

land In the Lake Arthur section. He
spent some time in looking over the
ianu in Texas but did not invest in
that state. Irrigation is not a new
thing to Mr. McFarland, as he has
lived in Colorado end Arisona. He
is highly pleased with the prospects
in the Pecos Valley and thinks that
many of his friends will leave Minnesota for a warmer climate, and be
lieves that this valley will suit them.
as it has him.
EXCITEMENT
AT UTE INDIAN CAMP.
S. D., Mar. 5. Much ex
Sturgia,
citement is reported from the Ute
Indian camp near Port Meade. Capt.
Hall has arrived from Uintah reservation in Utah, for the purpose of
holding a pow wow to induce the In
dians to return to Utah. Hall is unpopular with the Utes, and when they

GOVERNOR HAGERMAN
The Legislature Will Inquire Into Certain Acts

NUMBER 3

Furniture.

oping into a first division team. Out
of the wreck and ruin of the once was
champions, torn by internal dissen-tlon- s
and quarrels. President John
Taylor and Chick Stahl, the new mana
ger, have gotten together a bunch of
players who give every promise of put
thig up a good article of the national
game.
The pitching squad Includes the
veteran Cy Young; Ralph Glaze, the
Dartmouth college recruit; Dineen,
Harris, Gibson, and Winter, all vetor-ans- ;

THEY WILL INVESTIGATE

MUCH

AND OWNERS TO SHARE
EQUALLY THE COST.

CITY

1907

of the

Governor in the Sale of Territorial Lands.

ULLERY FURNITURE CO
TEN WERE

INJURED

which the condemned young man had
access. Strong drink, evil associations, and the bad lnfluehca of his
environment while a boy, may 'be attributed as the cause whioii led to
the crime for which he will pay the
penalty with his life, and fill an early
grave.
JEROME

Killian, Kroh, Oberlln and Railing, a buncth of promising youngsters.
Crtger, Peterson, Shaw and Carrlgan NEW YORK CENTRAL TRAIN DE
RAILED, AND CRASHES INTO
will officiate .behind the 'bat. Grim
shaw 'Will occupy firs, Hobe Ferris
.FREIGHT CARS.
will be on second and
Jimmy Collins will play third. Freddy
Parent, the crack short stop, will re
main with the team. Chick Stahl, be

DEFIES THE
PRESIDING JUDGE.
New York, Mar. 5. What promised
to be a very dull session of the Thaw
trial today was made one of the most
exciting in the court annals of New
York by District Attorney Jerome
placing himself in do position of
openly defying tfce pre sidling judge.
Jerome declined point blank to submit certain authorities to Justice
Fitzgerald, upon the ground that the
question of law involved was so elemental and the authorities so abund
ant that he must assume the court
to have knowledge of them. "I Slave
too much respect for the courts of

sides being manager and captain o
became
team, will play center field. Heoy
the
A
COMMITTEE
FIVE
OF
greatly aroused. Chief Appah is said
MEMBERS
HELD UP IN KANSAS
Jimmy Barnett who played last
and
to have sent word to Hall not to
year with the Rochester Eastern
come to camp, fearing trouble if the
league team, wil probably get the oth
this jurisdiction," declared Jerome,
young bucks see him. A pow wow
er outfield positions, although there
"to submit authorities on & proposiwas held at Fort Meade, but only a
are several candidates to be tried out,
tion so elemental."
few chiefs attended and the outcome
Justice Fitzgerald admonished the
After Hearing the Evidence in the is not yet known.
COMPANY
TRACTION
district attorney that it was his duty
Case, the Board of Arbitration
The Action Intended by the Gangsters as a Body Blow to the
MORTGAGE,
Missouri
Up
Pacific
Held
by
FILES
Train
to
submit the authorities called for.
Finds that the City and Owners JAMES E. GARFIELD BECOMES
Mrmea KODDers, and Passenger is and said that the court would assume
Sherman. Tex., Mar. 5. The Texas
Governor, But Will React on Its Originators.
It is Alleged Traction
snail snare Expense Already Incur
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
Dynamite Explosion in since he declined that he did not
Company, constructing the
Wounded.
red and That of Concreting and
Washington, Mar. 5. James E. Gar
Pennsylvania Wounds One Fatally know of the existence of any such
the Governor Obtained and Used the Seal of the Commissioner
line between Sherman and
Bridging Ditches. Owners to Main field took the oath of office as secre
mort
and Forty are Seriously Injured.
yesterday
Dallas,
filed
a
chattel
authorities.
of Public Lands During His Absence. Artesia County Bill gage and deed of trust In the office
tain Ditches and City to Maintain tary of the interior today. The oath
The spectators were thrilled to ab
Bridges.
was administered in the office of of
pros
county
covering
its
clerk,
W ill be Favorably Reported From the Cornmittee.v Council of the
solute silence during this extraordiSecretary of the Interior by Warren
line between the two cities
pective
nary debate. Jerome's manner of adChoate, chief clerk of the Bureau of
Bill 65 Will Not Pass.
named to the Colony Trust Company
dressing the court was as defiant as
Corporations.
.
Boston, for $2,000,000.
of
his words.
thoroughly
He seemed
(Inside today's paper will be found
o
Tivoli, N. Y., Mar. 5. The limited aroused and Justice Fitzgerald seem- an outline of Mr. Garfield's policy in
to retain his judicial calm only
Reds off for Texas.
train on the New York Central ed
days of consideration relation to the New Mexico situation.
t After several
with great effort.
Cincinnati. O.. March 5. The first fast
Ed.)
&
Hudson
ChiSpecial
Railroad,
River
from
Dally
to
The
Record.
speaker
was
evidence
the
point under discussion was as
Tne
in
the
for
today
empowered
of
to appoints division of the Reds left
New Governor of Porto Rico.
ianta Fe. N. M ..' Mar. 4. There was committee of five to make the inves- Martin Springs. Texas, and the rest cago bound for New York, was par to whether Jerome on cross examina
eases, the Board of ArbHraUon. comWashington March 5. Henri Post introduced
the house this afternoon tigation and report. Speaker Baca ap- of the team will go next Sunday. The tially derailed while passing through tion could take a wider scope than
posed of Wm. M. Atkinson, E. A. Ca of Bayport, L. I., former assemblyman a resolutionin which
was intended as pointed Abbott of Santa Fe, Aldrich, Reds enter the race for the Nation- Tivoli at 5:40 this morning, and ten was permitted under direct examinafor
district,
been
selected
that
has
boon and Nathan Jaffa, today return
body blow to the Governor. The Beach, Mullens and Ramon Sanchez.
al league pennant this year with pric persons were Injured, others sustain tion. Fitzgerald sustained the posi
governor
by
as
President
of
the
the
resolution was introduced by Beach,
ed a report to all the parties interestThis resolution is likely to prove a tically a new team, Manager EJ Han-Io-a fag slight bruises. At a point eight tion taken by the defense. During the
Rico to succeed Gov and is entitled. "A Resolution provid
of
Porto
island
having made a clean sweep of
boomerang.
ed, which will be read at the city ernor Beekman Wrathrop, who is to ing for
hundred feet south of Tivoli station, debate Jerome declared that the legal
the appointment of a commitportion of last year s while passing over an interlocking assumption before the court is that
considerable
council meting tonight. The findings. become Assistant Secretary of the tee to investigate
on
The
committee
and
counties
the alleged unlawWei switch on a straight track the three Thaw is now insane. He said the de
briefly stated, are as follows:
Treasury. Post is now secretary of ful disposure and sale of certain ter- county lines has decided to report the squad. The retirement of Lake pitch
fendant is shown to have been insane
1. The city must pay half the cost the insular government, and is about ritorial lands by .Hon. Herbert J. Ha- - Artesia county bill favorably. The re- mer. the only really first class blow rear cars, two sleepers and the diner June
25th last, and it is an assump
er on the team, has been a severe
were derailed. The rest of the train
port may be made at any time.
at he "useless" tiling already made 43 years old.
german. Governor of New Mexico."
to Hanlon and seriously Injures his remained on the track. The derailed tion of law that he continues in that
The
Governor
and payment must be made as soon
sent
this
afternoon
The resolution recites that it is cur
of winning the pennant.
cars crashed into a string of freight condition until shown to be otherthe name of Prof. Clark to the chances
M the Hondo Stone Mfg. Co.. the ma-; A NATIONAL BANK
rently reported that in the absence in
Among the pitchers afe Andy Coak- cars. The freight cars were overturn wise. Dr .Wagner was on tiie stand
kers, file a bond of $4,000 guarantee-InsCouncil
Superintendent
as
of
Public
ARTHUR.
FOR
LAKE
year
of the Commissioner of Public Lands, Instruction. The nomination took
with the Philadelphia ed, but the passenger cars remained during the entire morning session.
lev. last
said tiling and providing for its
its Americans;
Authority has been granted by the Governor
o
Hagerman obtained deeds regular course. Prof. Clark is new
Mason, formerly with Bal- upright. Only the presence of the
storage. ' safe keeping, sale and ac- Comptroller
the Treasury to the to seven thousand or more acres of
timore: Roy Hitt, a California Pacific freight cars prevented the passenger GAYNOR AND GREENE
counting for the proceeds of said sale, First Nationalof Bank of Lake Arthur,
Superintendent.
Assistant
land and delivered these deeds to W.
Coast league Star; Bob Ewing, Essick oars going over the embankment in
CONSPIRACY CASE.
(Signed) LOOMIS.
for one year.
and the bank will be organized at S. Hopewell, and that the said Gover- New Orleans, La., Mar. 5. The cel
and a half dozen others. John Gan- to the Hudson river.
2. That the ditches shall be con- once and will be in operation in the
New
played
the
with
Hopewell
nor
a
from
accepted
has
zell, who
said
Inquiry Into Bronx Wreck.
ebrated case of Benjamin B. Greene
creted as follows: The North Spring iesi possime space oi lime. mis is check for a large amount
which he Special to The Daily Record.
.Washington, D. C, Mar. 5. Sena and John F. Gaynor, charged with
York Giants and Highlanders and who
River ditch from the west side of but another of the many Indications endorsed over to said Commissioner,
own
M.,
Fe,
managed
N.
team
year
of
.5.
Santa
Council
his
Mar
a
conspiracy
Depew,
against the U. S. Governone of the
tor Chauncey M.
last
Washington avenue to the Hondo of the rapid growth of the Valley to who is now holding said amount. The bill 65 as amended in the bouse
Rapids, will play the first directors of the New York Central ment, was called for argument today
Grand
at
flume, and the North Spring River the south of Roswell, and also snows
not made its appearance in: base and captain the team. Miller, held responsible by the coroner's in before the United States Circuit
resolution charges that the Governor y-has
Center ditch from its Intake to the that the people of Lake Arthur are obtained
a seal from the offioe of the Council. The present indications Huggins will hold down the second quiry which inquired into the wreck Court of Appeals. This case has been
railroad track. Further, that the oity possessed
spirit
with the
of advance the Commissioner during that officer's are that the bill will not pass. This bag. with Lobert, a young player at in Bronx Feb. 15th, in which 123 were pending for more than seven years
and ditch companies shall share ment, and believe in the future growth absence,
which he attached to the is the bill which Mr. Hudspeth declar third and Mowrey, another new arri killed, will go to New York tonight in one form or another, involving arequally the cost of so concreting the and prosperity of their section.
deeds. It also charges that the lands ed to be for the relief of criminals.
to consult with counsel of the road. guments before the judicial authorival in maior league circles, at short.
respective ditches, and of bridging
are worth from twenty-fiv- e
to one
Several new catchers will be tried He said today that he had not been ties of this country, Canada and EngMeira introduced a bill in the coua
aid respective ditches at streets and Walter Daugherty Bessie Chisholm. hundred
like-idollars per acre.
summoned to appear, but would be land. The two men are under sent
cil this morning to prohibit unfair oiut, but McLean and Schlei will
alleys.
ence of four years each and to pay
dn most of the backstopping. The guided by advice of counsel.
Travelers from down the valley re
rates and
A considerable portion of the after discrimination in freight
3. The concreting shall be main- port
undecided,
but
yet
that Walter Daugherty, formerly noon was consumed in the considera- passenger fares by railroad companies outer garden is
fine of $575,000, and are now in
Train Held Up in Kansas.
tained and ditches shall be kept clean a salesman
probably
be
will
New York Store, tion of this resolution by the seven- in New Mexico. This bill woujd place Odwell and Gessler
Kansas City, Mar. 5. At, the gener jail at Macon pending the result of
at the cost of the companies.by The in Roswell. inandtheMiss
positions.
With
Chis
the
two
Bessie
of
al superintendent's office of the Mo. the appeal which is now being ar
teen in caucus. In the meantime the freight rates and fares on the same picked for
the
bridges shall be maintained
holm were married Sunday at the remaining members of the house basis as in Texas. The bill provides the raft of new players he has secur- Pacific here today it was stated that gued.
City.
most
the
is
about
Sunday
squad
at
tne
home
W. O. Westlake, the passenger who
of
briue's father
concluded to make the adoption of the that higher rates shall not be charged ed JJanlon's
said
4. The work of concreting
A card in the Roswell Trade Direc
The couple will probably re-- resolution unanimous, whicn was than are chareed tin adioininsr states uncertain proposition in the National was" shot in last night's holdup of a tory
brings results and keeps your
ditches shall be commenced no lat- Artesia.
Dayton.
season.
at
side
Pittsburg,
Kan
near
this
league
through which the lines run.
northbound train
done.
er Cian Octdber 15. 1907. and finishname before the people.
injured.
seriously
was
not
LOOMIS,
Westlake
(Signed)
By the terms of the resolution the
o
ed no later than February 15. 1908.
Wedding This Afternoon.
was shot in the arm by one of two
AH materials for this work shall be
Large Crowd Hears Frost.
Pendergrass
Ben
Miss
Jessie
through
were
and
going
who
robbers
train
mt the banks of the ditch or in storW. C. Frost delivered a lecture on
bunch of players. The pitching staff
the train robbing passengers. The of Napoleon
by October 15, 1907. Stone were married at three o'clock ST LOUIS TEAMS
age in
Bonaparte at the M. E.
the
the
home
afternoon
Powell,
country
this
at
of
scouring
are
Glade,
for
Jacobson,
the
includes
the
ficers
GO
WILL
SOUTH.
give
5. The ditch companies must
Church South last tonight, a large aud
on
Stone,
7th
east
bride's
father,
yet
Jim
lessno
Pelty.
clue.
as
Howell
bandits,
have
and
but
several
other
all
by
signed
Louis,
5.
Both of
March
bond for $5,000 each,
ience being present. The affair was
street. Judge J. T. Evans performing theSt.St Louis Mo..
lights.. Among the caitchers are
Dynamite Explosion.
given under the auspices of the Mil
the individual owners, guaranteeing
teams makes their get a ser
go to
ceremony.
couple
will
5. By the exThe
O
the
Pa.,
Spencer,
Rlchey
Mar.
veteran
Pottsville,
and
the
of
provisions
out
the
their carrying
Hagerman on a wedding trip this af way for the Texas training camps Connor.- Jones will play first, Nilse
plosion of one thousand pounds of itary Institute and netted the school s
this finding, and the city council must ternoon
dynamite in the store house of the improvement fund oabout thirty dollars
and return in a few days and today, toe Cardinals going to Fort probably at second, Wallace at short
pass a resolution agreeing to do the go to 'housekeeping.
The groom is a Worth and the Browns to
Richards colliery of the Susquehanna PREDICTED HIS OWN
Marlln and Delehanty, formerly with the Cin
same.
C. P. Springs. So far as lh Nationals are cinnati Reds, at third. Stone, Hempemploy
well
of
Company, near Mt. Oarmel, todriller
in
the
Coal
Specifications.
and
Plans
DEATH, MONTHS IN ADVANCE
day, forty persons were Injured, one
concerned, the hope that springs per hill and Pickering, a new man, will
W. M. Reed shall make all surveys Shearman.
fataliy.
An Interesting incident of the death
ennial ta the hearts of all 'baseball likely be the outfielders. The season
The damage will reach
and measurements and receive thereI fans Is dead in
$150,000. The cause of the explosion of Narcico Gonzales which occurred
FOR A GREATER ROSWELL.
Budweiser town. Oc- of exhibition games will open with
for a fee of $150.
Everyone who is interested in the casiooally some near fan talks of the the San Antonio Texas league team TtURBULENT SCENES ATTENDING is a mystery. The office building in last week, has just developed. It is
(a) All work shall be under the su- future
vicinity will be I Cardinals landing in the first division next Saturday.
which the clerks were at work, the
THE CONVENING OF THE
pervision of Fred C. Hunt, at a sala glad of Roswell and organization
of but Anyone indulging in the belief
supply house and carpenter shop, fill- learned upon good authority that he
to learn of the
POPULAR ASSEMBLAGE.
ry of $4 per day. (b) The letting of regular
real estate dealers that MoCloskey's squad will grab the AMARILLO WANTS TO PLAY
ed with workmen, were wrecked, and predicted his own death several
contracts, purcnasing oi maieiu&i, ex- forming licensed
most of the workmen injured by fly months ago, and his death came, he
what is known as the Roswell rag would immediately be given a
POLO AT THE CONVENTION
cavating, etc.. shall be in the hands Realty Board.
Anyone conducting a berth in the home for incurable bugs,
ing splinters, several nunarea men claimed, as a visitation of Divine
J- O. H. Nelson, president of the Wes
r. legitimate
T
of
and boys were thrown out of employ
real estate business and Gloom reigns supreme in the Cardinal tern Stock Yard Company, writes O
White. K. S. Woodruff. Arthur Stev who pays city
Will.
ment temporarily.
and territorial license camp and the general belief here is
ens W. EL Wiseley. J. P. Church and
from Amarillo that some of the polo
o
Gonzales was a young and powerful
are
They
fight
eligible
membership.
tfcey
a
to
is
for
that
will
hard
make
chairman
The
Svlvester P. Jdnnson.
shys-- the tail en-- l position and will p roo- players of that town will challenge
away
MEN
GIVE
TO
YOUNG
do
determined
with
ly
the
to
built and robust Mexican, born
Woodruff,
S.
K.
is
WERE
USED
f tbia committee
TROOPS
A MINSTREL SHOW. in Old Mexico and for ten years or
ter curbstone broker and Inveterate- ably get it. The Browns find more the polo players of Roswell for
and the secretary and treasurer is knocker;
reayoung
game
Roswell,
men
unof
principal
A number of
matched
here during the cattle
this being the
favor in the eyes of the fans and
more
Roswell and viciArthur Stevens. If this committee
mostly those who were back of the nity. a resident ofon
for their organizing. Roswell's less the dope falls they will make a men's convention, April 16. 17. and 18.
faila to settle any Question, it shall son
He
worked
the ranches and
making
by
are
fall,
suggests
hampered
Ama
long
He
some
progress
Carnival
league
last
strong bid for the American
been
Elk's
of the
that
has
ttei submitted to and settled by W. M
coming bunting.
plans to get up and put on a min- farms in this locality and rwas known
rillo players will want ponies supplied
AtVinson. lei Vacancies are to be this class. Many a stranger
strel show the three nights of the cat- as a strong armed and willing workThe Cardinals have been given a them by the Roswell players and this
(d) within our gates fully intending to
hr the board of arbitration, paid
McCljskey, is 'the only requisite mentioned. This Revolutionary Speeches Made and Red tlemen's Convention. The right ones man. His only fault was the drink
become a resident has become disgust severe shaking up by
The work of concreting shall be they
are back of it and If they carry out habit, and he had this in the worst
ed and left because be was hounded many of the disgruntled players of will be easily supplied. The players
Mounted Police- their
for by the respective ditches and
Flags Displayed.
r
present plans it is bound to be
every step by some
last year's squad having been given mentioned in the letter are John and
fee reimbursed to half the amount of at
Crowds,
Tho'
and
Cliarged
the
men
who had an excellent proposition to their walking papers, but the general Arthur McKnight and Tom Carson.
a success. It will be a desirable fea- form. He would get on protracted
expenses by the city when tne com- show
Se
Were
None
Beaten
Many
Were
ture of entertainment for the conven sprees and remain away from his du
It is to the interest of ev-- 1 result has not been highly pleasing, Others will probably be here should
mittee has Itemized its expense, (e) eryonehim.
riously .Injured.
tion visitors and should bring in a ties for days at a time. This, he reinterested in Roswell's future Many aspirants to major league hon-th- the game be matched. These are
nHdm on streets shall extend from
large sum of money. The main ob- alized, was his besetting sin, and his
on the Tex-- known as good players. George M
the Realty Board accomplish ors will be given a try-oWhere the
curb Hne to curb line.
enways,
purpose
polo
one
in
is getting a place to put it on. misdeeds preyed heavily on his mind.
this
stacle
ability
Slaughter,
Roswell's
other
their
pitchers
and
known
of
trip.
as
alley
The
of
and
street
ditches cross the
The Board will lend its aid In every include MoGlynn, Beebe, Browne and thusiasts, hopes to have the game pul
lines, the concrete shall be re-i-n forced way
About the time of the big snow last
TO INSPECT WORK
to any move looking to a greater Karger. Grady, Noonan and Marshall led off at the time specified.
aufflolenUv to form a foundation for
I will be seen behind the plate.
a big
ON PANAMA CANAL. November, Gonzales got on
o
Beck- and better Roswell.
St. Petersburg, Mar. 5. The duma,
New York, Mar. 5. To the West drunk and some one told him that he
lev, a National league veteran of AMERICAN TAI LENDERS
The bridges shall be made of lum- Notice
was
two
or
Spanish
Partner-main and
parliament,
Indies, the
ARE REORGANIZED. or lower house
twenty years standing, will probably
of Dissolution of the
would come to grief as a result of his
ber or concrete, in accordance with
I cover first,
Boston, March 5. Reorganized and formally opened today at noon in days' stop at Colon that the Panama heavy drinking. He scorned the idea
ship Of park & Morrison.
with Bennett as second
plans furnished by W. M. Reed, and
and
may
presence
ministers
steam
visited,
the
mat
all
new
be
notify
Holly
the
of
canal work
material, the the
all concerned
at strengthened by
Zimmerman at third and
This is. to
the construction shall be under the tne
and spoke of his great strength and
ship Blucher, of the Hamburg-Amepartnership of Park & Morrison - I short. The outfielders include Barry Beaneaters, tailenders of the Ameri- many high functionaries. No members
direction of the committee.
pres
were
i
full. endurance. It was not two days before
.household
with
today
cabins
sails
imperial
season,
Line,
can
an
can
their
the
interleague
Murray and O Hara.
leave for
of
last
of the has been dissolved and mat
The cost of the constructioncity
Jim McAleer, .manager of the training quarters at Little Rock, Ark ent. The first ceremony was a relig In the large party are several mem he lost his voice. He considered this
and ests in their business have been trans
bridges shall be paid by tne
All am Browns, has gotten together a likely ansas with bright prospects of devel- - ious service in which the Metropolitan bers of congress, including Speaker a direct warning from God. And heed
by the ferred to Harry Morrison.
refunded
the city becompanies
A.ntoniue. the hieher clergy of tne Cannon, who takes the trip to see ed it for a time, too; and finally his
when itemized ounts due the firm are to be paid to
respective
diocese and a full choir participated. the operations on the Isthmus.
Harry Morrison, and all amounts due
rv
iM furnished.
voice returned. But he never had full
o
E. Goloobouff- - vice president of the
be by the firm will be paid by him. me
is directed that this awardcases
It
house
control of the power of speech, to the
the
Empire,
called
BE
AT
by
Mr.
HANGED
TO
of
Council
continued
will
business
be
In
the
ontArnH as a final decree
LINCOLN THIS MONTH. day of nis death. He was known to
to order, and in a colorless speech
the tiling ques Morrison as sole proprietor .
in court broughttneover
invited the members to sign the oath
DAN S. PARK,
invariably get his words mixed and
city pay
tion and Uiat
of allegiance to Emperor Nicholas. Rosario Emillio Will Be Put to Death say parts of one word with parts of
HARRY MORRISON,
the ditch compathe dork's cost and half.
men
The conservatives cheered tne
for Murder of a Girl in 1905.
o
nies pay the other
but From Capitan News, March 1.
another and talk in a confused tongue
tion of the name of the Emperor,
Odd
Fellows
Attention.
omce This mixture pf speech grew better
silent,
he
telegram
l
this
received
at
remained
ooDositiion
A
the
COURT
GUARD
TO
TROOPS
All members of Samaritan Lodge
Social Democrats uid not enter until last evening states that the supreme as time wore on and, as he thought.
OF FINE DINING ROOM CHAIRS
DURING HARGIS TRIAL.
Goloubouff
finished talking, when court yesterday confirmed the verdict from his abstinence from strong
to meet at the
Lexragtou, Ky Mar. 6. Forty men No. 12 are requested
tomorrow (Wednesday) afternoon
they came in a body, demonstrative- of the district court in the case of Ro- dring. Finally
seat
diners,
Golden
leather
Elfgant
of the Frankfort company of State hallone
he could stand the
ly. After signine the oath balloting sario Emillto. convicted of wilful muro clock to prepare for the iu- at
Guards under tne command of
be-- J
pressure
no
Mission
longer
Oak,
old
2.00
or
in
and got on another
at
Oak
court
term
to
house
spring
of
at
lower
president
Evans,
of
Bro.
C.
the
H.
the
der
of
for
services
neral
Logmire,
Lawrence and Captain
gan. There was no serious oisoroer, 1905 at Lincoln, and sentenced to be big drunk. That was only a few days
at 2 o'clock.
Gulden Oak
Cane
seat
arrived here this morning and went which will be held
each.
3
00
but the crowds outside were unruly hanged on June 2, 1905. The case was before his death. H eold his friends
HIAL K. COBEAN, Secy,
to Jackson to remain during the trial
o
and several times had to be driven appealed to the supreme court with that he knew he would die, but that
diners at 1.00 to $2.00. Solid wood
on the charge
of Judge James Hargis
back by infantry and mounted guards. the result stated, and the death pen his desire for drink was greater than
solThere will be a meeting of the
of murdering Dr. B. - D. Cox. The wiio
seat Oak diners like cut at $1 50.
After the adjournment of tne lower alty will be inflicted some time durEastern Star thig (Tuesday) evening
diers will report to Judge Carnes
nouse of parliament today a great ing the present month at Lincoln, ex- his fear of death and he had to have
7:30. Initiation followed, by refreshis trying the case and will be placed at
tadining
Oak,
quartered
Elegant,
ments. By order W. M.
demonstration was organized in hon cept an appeal to the United States it. This remark be made to a certain
in the court bouse.
or of the Social Democratic deputies. supreme court Is granted, or execu business man one day last week. And
bles to match at 10.00 to 25.00
Revolutionary speeches were made tive clemency intervenes. Lack of the following night he expired. Ma
A LARGE PURCHASE OF each.
end
red Sags were displayed in the funds makes the former improbable. ny Mexicans
BUREAU.
U.
S.
WEATHER
PROPERTY.
ARTHUR
LAKE
believe be was killed as
crowds
which bad by ciis time swell- Tfais unfortunate young man, conStaples,
McFmriand.
of
K.
(Local
William
Report.)
persons, demned to die on the gallows for the a punishment for drinking so heavily,
thousand
forty
ed
to
about
Minnesota, was In Lake Arthur reRoswell. N. M Mar. 5. Tempera
who packed all the streets for Mocks brutal murder of his paramour, first and that is the belief Narcico had oit
cently and purchased through the ture. Max., 83: mhv 61: mean. 67.
around the palace. Some of the demr saw the Hght of day some 2o years his death bed. His end came at the
Lake Arthur Realty Company. 960
Precipitation. 00;
N .E-- . veloc
onstrators began pel tang tne ponce ago. The most of ms uie was speni home
acres of land which he will improve ity t miles; ; weatherwind
cloudy.
of Desedario Gonzales, a distant
snow balls, and the police charg In the home of bis parents at Lin
with
by the
at once by watering the same by
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
.
up tbe demonstration. coln, and within & stone's throw of relative, In Chihuahua addition. Bured
and
broke
jneana of artesian wells and
-.
atRain tonight end Wednesday;
mounted, do licemen riding down tae the county Jan. inside the walls of ial was made in the South Side Cemeout fruit trees and planting al- - tionary
THE LEADERS.
temperature.
'
'
crowds and using their whips rigit whicn be is to die a felon's death. tery after service in the Catholic
M.
WRIGHT,
and left. Many pfsrsons were beaten, Hie father, now deceased, for many church.
nego?!ahig for
;
iff
'
l.r. McFarland is tlie
years kept
Official In Caarge.
sakxm at Lincoln, to
but none seriously, injured.
masi cuoioo
a "c Urm tract of
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our new quarters
and extend you a
cordial invitation
to come and see
us in our new
home.
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Now that congress has adjourned, always kindly, always sympathetic,
look out for stormy weather at old and always ready to help. Then he
wound up by saying: "For $500 men
Santa Fe.
Join exclusive political and social
on the avenue of the metropolis.
If Hudspeth is not more careful, Ihe clubs
lower house will break up in a riot For $5 some men Join Young Men'
Christian Association clubs, but for
one of these days.
5 cents the multitude of men whom
only God and the ealooon keeper and
Hagerman
The serenity of Governor
ward boss know nightly join the
remains undisturbed in the midst of the
one democratic club in American life,
the warring elements.
the American saloon." His conclusion
was that if the saloon is to be eradi
'For the first time In many weeks, cated it must be done by substitut
there was no report of a railroad ing for it something that will furnish
wreck in the dispatches yesterday.
the social element 60 raved by men
without mixing with it the ills of the
Every man is tie maker of his own saloon.
fortune, and must be, in some measure, the trumpet of his fame. Dry-leSOMEWHAT SIGNIFICANT.
From Albuquerque Journal.
imThe history of today is the most
A bill to abolish gambling has been
portant history of the world and to- passed by the Arizona legislature. and
still.
important
morrow will be more
public opinion in New 'Mexico is so
strongly in favor of a similar law for
Wonder what is coming? The New this Territory that the majority in
Farming."
the lower house of our legislature has
Mexican has taken up "Dry
much against its
and the Albuquerque Journal is dis- been convinced
will that it will have to go back on
cussing the "Dictionary."
its friends of the gambling fraternity
the time being, and allow an anti
Let us repeat: If Governor Hager- for
gambling law to be enacted In this
man wins, we get good government; Territory
also. Now, just at this time,
Democratic
If the gang wins we get a government
when an anti law has been passed In
victory in 1908 and good
one territory, and public opinion I
follows.
thought to be strong enough to force
its passage In the other, isa t It
a
make
please
gang
will
old
The
somewhat significant coincidence that
note of the fact that the Governor active efforts should suddenly be put
Washhas not tost his Influence at
forth in . both territories at the same
ington, and that Uncle Sam Is watch- time for the repeal of the laws estab
' lishing the mounted police, or rang
ing them.
ers, as they are called in Arizona?
Comnromtse with grafters may be Possibly the following paragraph
standpoint
which we clip from the Phoenix Re
all right from a Republican you
expect publican's report of proceedings in
but what counsel should
legislature, may assist
from a Democrat in the present sltua the Arizona
the reader in accounting for the milk
tlon but "Lay on Macduff.
in that cocoa nut:
"Mr. Dickerman said that the law
The Santa Fe New Mexican has less
element favored the abolition of
hatched a rumor to the effect that the force.
He said that on a recent
F. W. Clancy, of Albuquerque is to visit to Prescott
talked with
be appointed attorney general to sue gambler who hopedhethat
the rangers
ceed W. C. Reld, or Kosweu.
would have to go. He said tnat in
spite of the law against gambling the
There are gamblers; swindlers, pi gamblers wouH have lKtle trouble
large,
runnning
at
rates and rascals
with the local peace officers; they
and all that they are asking In these were only afraid of the rangers.
a

Pay ton Drug, Book

Stationery

&

Company.

of Governor Hagerman and
the appointment of a new man as gov
ernor of New Mexico. This feeling,
which is a very natural one under the
circumstances, is in some ways a hin
drance to Governor Hagerman in the
carrying out of his policies, and while
I now, after talking with you fully re
alize that no such movement is con
templated, yet I would like very much
to have permission to tell the people
back at home just how you stand on
this question.'
"To this Mr. Garfield said:
"'Not only do I gladly grant you
permission to quote men in this mat
ter, but I shall ask you as a favor to
me, when you get back to New Mexico
to say to everybody who is interest
ed in this matter that in everything
he has done , in every step he has
taken, and in any future steps that
Governor Hagerman may take looking
to better government, better administration lof public affairs, and the bring
ing to justice of all dishonest and cor
rupt officials, no matter whom they are
Governor Hagerman has the full sup
port and most unqualified approval
of this department from the President
removal

down.

.

"'Personally, I can assure you that
as Secretary of the Interior, I shall
stand behind Governor Hagerman in
all his acts, as long as those acts are
along the lines upon which he is now
working, and which I am sure will
give you a better and cleaner adminis
tration of your public affairs than you
have ever had before.
'You can say further that we here
in Washington are fully informed of
your conditions in New Mexico and
know of the difficulties that confront
Governor Hagerman, and I cannot
urge too strongly on you and all good
loyal citizens of New Mexico, and es
pecially the republicans, of the territory, to get together and give him your
hearty and loyal support, to the end
that not only the territory, but the re
publican party may be strengthened
and built up.
" 'As to the removal of Governor
Hagerman, that question has never
for a moment been considered, nor
will it be as long as he does his duty.'
"Mr. Garfield further said that he
wanted to Impress on the republicans
of New Mexico the necessity of their
settling their differences and working
together for the common good, to the
end that the present supremacy of the
republican party in the territory may

days of indictments and grand juries
is to let alone. EI Paso Herald.
BACKING UP GOV
ERNOR HAGERMAN
And so the retirement of Secretary
A few of the gang papers have been
Hitchcock offers no hope for the old intimating; that the president was irt
rotten rane in New Mexico. The new looking with approval upon the efforts
Secretary speaks out more plainly of Gov. Hagermen to secure good gov
than any other person has yet dared ernment in New Mexico. These ideas
to speak as to the attitude of tne ad are effectually dissipated by the folministration at Washington.
lowing, which Is taken from the Al
buquerque Journal
Any kind of advertising has some
Mr. Will C. Barnes, of Las Vegas,
value. Even wearing a silk hat and a is in Santa Fe today to attend a meet
long tailed coat helps for the world ing of the New Mexico cattle sanitary
seldom has time to investigate, and board, of which he Is secretary. Mr. be continued.
takes a man at his own estimate for Barnes has just returned from Wash
GOOD ADVICE.
the time being. But in the end the ington, where he has been for some
advertiser must be able to deliver the time as a member of President Roose If you want old folks to like you and
goods. Maverick.
velt's special commission to consult
to greet you with a smile.
with the United tSates commission of
Don't butt In.
upon
expect
proposed
law
public
to
the
right
lands
The public has a
to hear people cry.
pleasant
If
'tis
public
leasing
domain
specialty
the
of
for the
much of a man who makes a
stay awhile."
go,
but
"Don't
Mr.
Washington,
stay
During
in
handled
been
his
of a subject that has
Don't butt In.
bv the greatest writers of the world Barnes received some very interesting If tls nice to
hear them say to you,
The courage required for a public lec- information as to the attitude of the
square
unto the bone;
"He's
af
men
and
toward
should
Napoleon
admirable
administration
be
on
ture
coming you
He was re- And when you see him groan;
in itself. This is not Inteaned as a fairs in New Mexico.
give a
to
ion't.have
comment on last night's lecture, for ceived by the president and had sev He just
minds his own business, and
eral conversations with Mr. James K.
the "Parson" didn't hear R.
lets your affairs alone."
Garfield, who on March 1 succeeded
Don't butt in.
The Record cannot afford to adver Mr. Hitchcock as secretary of the In If you're craving to be popular and
terior.
paper
Artesia,
at
tise Mr. New kirk's
asked out everywhere.
Frequent efforts have been made
to fight
but If the editor really wants encounDon't butt in.
to
Hagerman
by
of
Governor
enemies
personal
perhaps a date for a
If you'd like to feel no plan's comupon
the
Impression
that
create
the
con
only
arranged,,
might
the
be
ter
plete of pleasure, you not there.
of Secretary Hitchcock
dltioa being t&at squirt guns be bar retirement
butt In.
the Interior Department, tne If you'd likeDon't
red aa weapons. We do not propose from
to know you are a man
governor would no longer have the
to be taken at an unfair advantage support
whom every one will trust.
by an expert in the use of this pecu partment and indorsement of the de And all be glad to lend a hand if
and the administration.
liar weapon.
now and then you're "bust,"
Some of these stories have gone so far
be "It"
as to set the date for the governor's And if. in short, you would just.
Am the Record has before stated, it
with the sinners and the
poll
the
or
and
retirement,
removal
Don't butt In.
would be to the party interest of the
who are exerting themselves
Democrats to have the fight In the ticians
gover But If you'd like to be the man whom
every
effort
of
to
obstruct
tie
everyone will shun.
Republican party continue. But we nor toward improving conditions in
Just Butt in
live In New Mexico, and good govern New
predicted
joyfully
Mexico
have
meat is more important than mere trouble for the governor upon Mr. If you want to go through life and
victory in filling the offices with Dem Hitchcock's retirement, even going to
never nave a bit or iun,
the Republicans fail to give the extent of naming his successor.
ocrat. U government,
Just butt in.
however, the
us good
Tell everybody how to do if they
Mr.
stories,
what
In
view
of
these
want to fail;
Democrats are sure to win In 1908
has to say of the conditions in don't
private business of the
and so there is little sense ra any Barnes
very Interesting Into all the
Washington,
becomes
Democrat being much worried.
folks you meet, just sail;
"During my stay in Washington,
want to raise a wild desire to
said Mr. Barnes today. "I had three If you
ride you on a rail,
Charge bave been filed before the Interviews with Mr. Garfield, who be
Just butt in.
receiver of the land office at Santa came secretary of the interior on
Baltimore American.
Fe against Granville Pendleton of San March 4. These Interviews concerned
ana matters In New Mexico in which the
Juan county, alleging dlanonesty
Will Use Robertson Lots.
unprofessional conduct upon several new secretary was interested.
O. H. Nelson writes George M.
different counts, and asking that PenAt the close of my third Interview Slaughter
that the men In charge have
dleton be barred from practice before with Mr. Garfield. I said, 'Mr. tiarneid
any of its you know Governor Hagerman Is an decided In favor of the Robertson lots
the interior department or
place
toureaus. Mr. Pendleton was formerly appointee
protege of Secretary on Richardson avenue as the blood
member of the Territorial Immigra Hitchcock, who leaves his office as sec ror holding the big sale of pureconven
tion Bureau, and was removed by Gov retary of the Interior in March to be cattle during the cattlemen's
.era or Hagerman. Uncle Sam seems succeeded by you. Now under tnese tion here in April. These lots are al
provided with considerable shed
x be still hacking up the Governor,
conditions there is among the oppo- ready
will be of great
nents of Governor Hagerman in New room and these sheds
to
Mexico a feeling that when you step value should bad weather happen
fiaid the speaker at a lawyers'
during the convention. Mr. Nel
"We lawyers couldnt do better Into Mr. Hitchcock's place on Marcn come
of the Western stocK
Chan to resolve In the new year to be 4, one of your first jobs .will be the son is president
Yards Company, of Anrarillo.
jgemtler in our
ftudsoes In cross examination never
For a Tropical Fair.
pars. This is a truth that I once saw
Washington. March 5. A move
proved 1 a damage suit. In this suit
ment has been started at Mobile,
m. cross examining lawyer shouted at
Ala., which has for Rs object the exwHnesa in overalls: 'You, there In
tension of trade between the United
Kite overalls, bow much are yob paid
States and the "banana republics" of
or telling untruths 'Less than you
Central America and the West Indies.
are, the witness retorted, "or you'd
An organization has been formed to
be in overalls, too." Kansas City
be known as the Gulf Coast Tropical
Star.
Fair Association, and it is proposed
to Ijold an annual exposition, IncludSOLVING THE SALOON PROBLEM.
ing exhibitions of the products of all
From Bryan's Commoner.
such southern tropical countries as
Is the name of the drink
In order to study the aatooe probare at present or la the future likely
you are hearing so much
an eastern minister
lem at
to become associated in commercial
about these warm spring
donned the ha'biliments of a tramp
relations with the Gulf Coast country.
mad spent several weeks hanging
'days. It's the drink everyIn the commercial battle for the shilaround liquor shops. Then he returnWe
likes,
body
wants.
and
lings, francs 'and marks of Europe.
ed to his congregation and told them
It has' In the past been forgotten that
riarht
our
foun
distill
at
it
few things. He told them that the
neigh
pesos of our
the
you.
Have
youVj
for
tain
saloon keeper found K a good investmoney. Such a fair as
good
are
bbrs
no,
trough
tried it? If not, do
ment to maintain a watering
is rejected should, be a great aid in
for horses, for while the horses were
the movement for rectifying that er
drfaking the teamster stopped to and
ror.
got one for himself. The ealoon doors
were always open, and a hungry man
Eyes tested tree at X B. Boellser,
could always find food therein. He
sstx
Jeweler aad Optician.
told thena. that the Saloonkeeper was1
.
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SEE US

IN

OUR

NEW QUARTERS
We are now moved into our new store, the biggest in the
West, and we specially invite YOU to call. If you are an
old customer, we want to thank you, and if you have never
dealt with us, we want to make your acquaintance and show
you that NOW is a good time to begin.
We can take care of your business.

W. P.

Lewis,

Hardware Co.

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

For the

Base Ball Player.

Classified "Ads.

We wish to call the attention of those that are going to
play ball, that our line of base ball goods is complete. We
can furnish the boys as well as men with balls, bats, gloves,
masks, etc. See our north window.

inter-sec-tlon-

Roswell Drug

Trans-Mississip-

THE

o
RUSSIAN DOUMA

BEGINS ITS SESSION
St. Petersburg, March 5. The new
today,
ly elected douma assembled
but there Is every prospect of an im
mediate dissolution unless tne mem
bers speedily show their intention
of keeping within the bounds of con
servatism. That the new parliament
will be even more revolutionary than
the last Is evident from the fact that
the left party Includes about 100 social
democrats and social revolutionists
which has led the reactionists to rec
ommend to the czar that it be dis
solved at once. Stolypin favors giving
the douma a trial and his advice will
likely be followed by the emperor.
More than one-hal- f
of the members
of the new douma are peasants, since
a majority of the merchants and pro
fessors belong to that class.- - Two
among
Greek orthodox bishops are
the members,, as are several Mohammedan dignitaries from the southern
part of the empire.
In regard to occupations the new
members of the douma are divided in
to 137 farmers, 66 land owners. 40 la
borers, 25' lawyers. 24 teachers, 20
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and fruit: thoroughly .familiar wuh
my business; understand packing,
grading, shipping and selling in
quantities; understand spray pumps
and Insecticides, budding, pruning,
and in fact everything along tnis
line. Would like to lease, rent or
operate on shares an irrigated pro- Dosition somewhere in the Pecos
VaHey country. Anyone interested
in the industry can write me in detail. E. WEVBR, Big Springs. Tex.
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EXPOSITION.

Most Comprehensive Exhibit of Nature's Resources.
Norfolk, Va., March 5. During a
pilgrimage to Jamestown, Va., soon
after the movement to celebrate the
300th anniversary of the first permanent settlement of English speaking
people in America the incipiency of
what our nation is .today, the great
est and most influential race undor
the sun the writer was impressed
with the wonderful stretch of beautiful country.
For miles up and down the historic
James there are alluring glimpses of
little creeks hiding between densely
wooded shores. They seem to beckon
and sing of sentiment and story, and
of the intensely interesting days and
places where our forefathers by Providential guidance, effort and
made possible this historic and educational commemoration.
One of the enthusiasts of our party
spoke out "consider these trees." How
magnificent they aire, reaching up towards heaven. It is indeed plausible
to my mind that this is one of God's
triumphs in nature, and that to those
red men who inhabited this He gave
knowledge and inclination to preserve

H. I. NOWLAN
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LAWYER
Garst B'ld'g.

Roswell, N, M.
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E. LUND
LAWYER

Speclalty--ninin-

Law
N. Main.

K

Navajo Block. - -

324

long-sufferin- g

PANSIES IN ALL COLORS
Ready Now.
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

W. C. Held.

the forests."
It is true we have learned a great
deal from the Indians about the care
of trees, and with that as a basis, we
are today enabled through the art aid
science of Arboreal- - culture to determine and estimate the valuable commercial resources of the forest; and
also to use such knowledge that we
may facilitate the beautifying environ
ments that go so far in making park

184.

J.

Reid

&

M.

Hsrv.y.

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone

531

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 3 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
injurious inseot, or the disease that
has forced the ax to its duty in removing the unsightly dead or dying
tree.
Warren H. Manning, landscape Designer of the grounds to be used as a
site for the Jamestown Exposition,
wisely conceived the idea of working
in the advantages in soil, climate and
the native trees, shrubs, etc., to make
his scheme complete and unique. The
rough woods and the luxuriant growth
of plants and vegetation have been
transformed Into a paradise of n.tturfxl
beauty, with shaded walks and drives,
grassy lawns, cosy nooks and dells,
and beds of every variety of bloom-

ing flowers.
Such environments as these for an
educational and historical exposition
were never seen before, nrw was nature ever so inspiring and benelicient
in furnishing its resources under suth
auspices.
Elks to Entertain Minstrel.
New-porNews, Va., March 5. Lew
Dockstader, the famous minstrel, w'.ll
be the guest of honor at a banquet
and social session to be held by the
Elks here this evening.
o
See our 5 and 10c counters. Makin

160 ACRES
Hondo

Water-Rig-

ht

acres in alfalfa.

Land, 40

This land

can be had for a few days at
$35.C0

LOST.
LOST:

Mi

FORESTRY

&

and civic league work possible, which,
in exerting moral and hygienic influences improve people and country.
This Culture then became at once an
2t2.
other exponent of the great educationTwo first class rooms al progress of the time.
FOR RENT:
comfortably furnished for light
There will be seen at Jamestown
housekeeping.
Inquire at Western Exposition to be held near Norfolk,
Grocery Co.
2tf
Va., on ithe waters and shores of Hampton Roads, the gates to which will
be opened April 26th and closed NovWANTED.
ember 30th of this year 1907, the
Experienced irrigator at most comprehensive display of innumWANTED:
erable varieties of trees and arboreal
99tf
the Slaughter Farm.
culture exer exhibited, including deWANTED:
One mile of second monstrations and experiments as to
preservation and reservation cf
hand barb wire and posts. Address the
all the valuable resources of the TimBox 585, Roswell.
07tl2
ber Lands.
will be every known improvWANTED:
A girl for assistant ed There
implement and chemical process
cook. Apply or adress Mrs. J. M open for inspection and illustrative
Weikson, Acme, N. M.
It object lessons may be seen and the
virtue of methods investigated.
WANTED: Room and board in nice
Too much cannot be said in praise
family toy young married couple. of such a propitious opportunity to
Address C. A. G. C0 Record 10t3 study and derive benefits thus far atWANTED:
A good salesman and tained in the culture of such an imporcollector. Good opportunity for re tant and necessary gift of Nature as
their possi
liable man. Call 110 S. Main. 09t6 Trees. Expositions andblessings,
that
bilities are education
Mining property to de the lover of Nature and the seeker of
WANTED:
velop for incorporated company.
Knowledge always appreciates.
Zenith Development Co., 313 West
In consideration of the country's fu
Superior St., Duluth, Minn. 09t5 ture welfare and industrial progress,
Lady or gentleman of it Is pertinent that at such Exposit
WANTED:
to be celebrated near Nor
fair education to travel and collect ions inasi April
a complete and compre
folk
for firm of $250,000.00 capital. Sal hensive
exhibit of Arboreal Culture
ary paid weekly and expenses ad
Very frequently the far
Ad be displayed.
vanced. References required.
mer or the park keeper neglects a
dress, with stamp, J. A. Alexander, grand
and stately tree for want of the
Roswell, N. M .
It knowledge
that would enable him to
Would like some infor eliminate the causes of its decay, the
WANTED:
mation as regards the Pecos Valley
country as a truck and fruit coira
"try. I am a new maq in this section of Texas. Been here only a
month; have been truck farming
on the Lower Rio Grande last season, growing lettuce and tomatoes.
Would like to locate in some de
sirable truck and fruit country.
Have an organization, grow truck
in car lots, have buyers to buy on
track. Have been living In Southern
Florida for 20 years, growing truck

opposite me Posiomce

,

:RtIisiC:n;j

o

Vice-preside-

a-a-

r

16

CONVENTION 7 college professors, 6 orthodox priests
from and 2 bishops," T marshAls ;of 'nobility
Chicago March
all the various clubs represented in and many other trades; 'and professSv,
.
the Western Golf Association are here ions.
today for- the- - ninth vmual meeting,
The 'budget proposals were i today
evening at submitted:- by the- ministers to the
which will be hold
the Grand Pacific hotel. One of the council of the "empire'." The total orprincipal matters to be considered is dinary and extraordinary expendithe proposition to change the date ture for the current year,", based on
of the annual session from the first the budget for last year is. fixed at
Tuesday in March as at present, to $1,250,000,000'. This means an increase
the week of the annual amateur cham in the total expenditure of $32,350,000,
pionship, at or near .the club where representing an obligatory expenditure
The of the exchequer in carrying out the
such tournament takes place.
question was discussed at the meet- laws passed after the adoption of the
ing last year, but owing to the op 1906 budget. The ordinary receipts
position of President-elec- t
Hoyt and are estimated at $1,087,500,000
and
others It was tabled. It is argued are expected to show an increase of
by those favoring the change that the $73,500,000 over last year. A loan
attendance at a championship tourna will probably be floated to cover the
ment is greater than can be musts total of the extraordinary expenditures
ed at a winter meeting and that it contemplated for 1907. estimated at
would be better to settle everything $149,300,000.
championship and all, at one time.
Albert Ft. Gates, secretary of the
Colorado Buckeye Banquet.
Western Golf Association, will probab
Denver, Col., March 5,.
ly be elected to the presidency at to- Myron Herrlck of Ohio,
night's meeting. Other nominees who Jesse McDonald of Colorado and oth&r
will be voted on are as follows:
farmer residents of the Buckeye State
Edward p. Carry, of will respond to toasts at a banquet
ehe Exmoor Country Club; Secretary to be tendered Governor Henry Butch-te- l
Charles F. Thompson of the Home- by the Ohio Society of Colorado
wood county club; Treasurer, J. C, this evening.
Brocklebaad of the Edgewater Golf
o
club; Directors, Horace F. Smith of
All wanting cheap spring millinery
tne Nashville, Tennessee, country club goods, call at 816 N. Main.
09tf
Benjamin F. Scburmeier of the Town
at
Makln's.
Hoes
Spades
Rakes,
and
and Country olub of St. Paul, Minn- Silas H. Strawn of the Midlothian
country club; Hey ward G. Leavitt of
the Omaha, Nebraska country club,
and Stewart Clark of the Evanstoa
Golf club.
Three of the proposed
directors
are executives of Important
associations, Mr. Schurmeter
being president of the Minnesota Golf
FOR SALE.
Association, Mr. Smith of the South
era Golf Association, and Mr. Leavitt FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Association.
of the
42tf
Sklllmaa.
City
good
SALE:
at
FOR
A
CONGRESSMEN ARE OFF
hack
ON PANAMA JUNKET.
08t5
Livery Stable.
Washington, March 5. A large par
ty of the members of the house of rep- FOR SALE:
Full set carpenter
tools, cheap. Mrs. Katie Simmons
resentatives left today for a trip to
3t3
Panama for the purpose of investigat
ing the progress of the construction FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
They will
of the isthmian canal.
open woven wire fence. Apply Oasail from New York on the Alliance,
tf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
which is furnished the congressmen
Work horse, 7 years
by the government without charge. FOR SALE:
old, weight 1.200, price $150. I
Passes over the Panama railroad have
lOtf
E. Thompson, East 5th St.
also been supplied to all the members
of the party, and they will be lodged FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
and feasted at the government hotels
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
along- - the route of the canal while
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
s
making their investigations. The
will spend about six days in the
Extra good 7 year old
canal zone, being due to arrive at Co FOR SALE:
lon a week from tomorrow, and wil
horse; also fresh milch cows. A
leave on March 18, arriving at New
F. Talcott, two miles southwest of
York on March 23. Part of the mem
town.
2t3
bers will return by the way of New
Orleans, and will look into river and
.
1
Improved,
acres,
Eighty
well
harbor needs at several of the gulf miles from court house, for sale at
ports before proceeding to their homes
The roster of the Panama party is a bargain for a few days. Carlton
& Bell.
as follows:
Congressmen
Scott of Kansas FOR SALE:
One brand new Cy
Smith of California; Ellis of Missou
phers incubator and two Model
ri; McCall of Mass.; Loud of Michigan
Brooks of Colorado, Samuel of Penn.
Oklaho
brooders. Dr. Anderson,
Foster of Vt.; Hill of Conn.; Burleson
ma Block.
10t3
of Tex.; Calderhead of Kan.; Davis
Minn.;
Okla.;
RodenMcGuire of
40 head broke ponies
of
FOR SALE:
bury of III.; Gillespie of Tex.; Dal
4 and 5 years old. Quick sale at
zell of Penn.; Payne of N. Y.; Monde!'
right price. Apply to J. C. Wilson
Dayton, N. M., or Cooper & Mi
of Wyoming; Land is of Ind.; Ran
dell of La.; Dawes of O.; Graff of 111
lice, Roswell.
09t26
Taylor of O.; Lilley of Conn.; Cole
of O.; Otjen of Wis.; Wilson of 111.
FOR RENT.
Broussard, of La.; Acheson of Penn.
Granger of Rhode Island; Goldfogle FOR RENT:
Two
unfurnished
of N. Y.; Gilhams, of Ind.; Champ
3t3
rooms, 708 N. Pecos.
man of 111.; Cbaney of Ind.; Robinson
Large
Sunny
for
FOR
Room
RENT:
of Ark.; Holliday of Ind.; Marshall
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N
of N. D.; Barchfield of Penn.; Keefer
of O.; Pollard of' Neb.; and Kennedy
Main St.
85tf
of Ohio.
7 room unfurnished
The trip was taken as the result of FOR RENT:
house, $30 per month. Mrs. Nell
an urgent invitation by the canal of
R. Moore, American National Bank
ficials and the administration.
IN

per acre.

"
eye-glasse-

3t3
Return to this office.
LOST. Child's Coat, .between 1st
Nat. Bank and Gaullieur Block. 2t2
LOST.
Pair rimless spectacles, gold
bows, on trip to North Spring River.
Return to this office for reward. 2t2
LOST:
Small gold watch with fob,
between Christian church and Mrs.
D. R. Perkins. Return to this office
for reward,
Stt

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH nAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. Al.

1

Roswell Trade, Directory TO
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INVADE

MEXICO

Hardware Stores.

Abstracts.
ROSWELA, TITLE & TRUST CO.

ROSWELL HARDWARE

co City league, who play before' big
crowds on Sundays and holidays' after
the bull fights. The Sox will leave
on the night of March 17, one section
going to New Orleans and another par
ty stopping at Monterey for a game.
The complete ante season schedule
for the White Sox Is as follows:
March 9 and 10, first and second
teams at Mexico City. March 11 and
12 the White Sox and Mexico City
teams. March 13 the White Sox and
Vera Cruz. March 14 and 15 White
Sox and Monterey, Mexico, March 21.
16 and 17 First and Second teams at
Mexico City. March 19 the White

Whole
hardware, pipe,
CO.

GET
vs3iilbiLi. ll

-

(Incorporated)
sale and retail
Reliable abstract.
pumps, gasoline engines., fencing.
Phone 320.
CARLTON ft BELL.
Most complete
Hotels.
set abstract books In Pecos Valley.
Twenty-liv- e
years experience.
Roswell's new
THE GILKESON:
hotel, rooms with private bath. All THE WORLD'S CHAMPION BASEBALL TEAM WILL TOUR
accommodations first class.
One
Sox and' Moterey, Mexico. March 21,
Batcher Shops.
LAND OF MANANA.
Block West of Postofflce.
22, 23 and 24, the White Sox and New
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats
Orleans. March 25 the First and Secstaple and fancy groceries.
ond teams at Vlcksburg, Miss. March
Jewelry Stores.
26, First and Second teams at JackV. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth- PARK& MORRISON.
The leading
son, Mies. March 27 First and Second
ing but the best. Quality our
and exclusive jewelers.
teams at Greenville, Miss. March 28
motto.
and 29, First and Second teams at
(best
L. B. BOELLNER.
Roswell's
AN AMBITIOUS TRIP
THE SACRAMENTO
MARKET.
Memphis. March 30 and 31 First team
A full line cut glass, hand
107 N. Main. Phone 425.
It's the Jeweler.
at Louisville. April 1 First team and
painted China, diamonds, etc.
place to buy your meat.
Indianapolis, second team and Knox
college at GaleSburg, 111. April 2, First
Yards.
Lumber
beam at Indianapolis, Second team at
Bake Shops.
Des Moines. April 3 First team at Lin
PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
team at
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce- The White Sox Will Travel in Their coin, Neb. April 5, Second
and pies, made fresh every day.
Omaha. April 6 and 7 First team at
ment, paints, varnisb and glass.
Own Special Cars. A Number of Cincinnati, Second team at Kansas
Special orders for parties, etc
Oldest
ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Games Will Be Played in Mexican City. April 8, First team at Springyard
Roswell.
in
See us for
lumber
Cities.
The Complete Schedule field, O., second team at Springfield,
Blacksmith Shops.
all kinds of building materials and
for the Trip.
111. April 9, First team at Springfield,
paint.
O., second team at Peoria, April 11
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires,
horse shoeing, wheelwork,
the American league season opens
Life
Insurance.
with the White Sox at St. Louis.
and tire setting.
The White Sox will enter the battle
RepreT. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds of GEORGE T. BLANDFORD.
for the pennant with the same vicsentative of the Mutual Benefit of
blackamithing and wood work.
Chicago, March 5. With the cheers torious squad that brought home the
Newark, N. J. The Mutual Benefit
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my
of enthusiastic thousands of Chicago bunting last season. In the pitchers
furnishes insurance at cost.
specialty.
be Ed Walsh, Patterson,
baseball fans ringing in their ears, box will
Smith Owen. Dov White and
champion
Sox lert other expert
the
World's
White
Mens'
Furnishers.
twirlers. Sullivan and
Book Store.
this morning for the City of Mexico, McFarland will
continue behind the
only
&
E.
H.
WILLIAMS
CO. The
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Latthe terminus of the most ambitious
Donnohue will hold down
exclusive Men's Furnishers in the training tour ever attempted by a base plate. Jiggs
est books, stationery and periodilengthy Isabell will
Pecos Valley.
ball team. The start was made from the initial bag theTannehill
cals.
will occuand
play
second
afthe Illinois Central depot shortly
George Davis
py
station.
third
the
10
ter
special
o'clock. Two
Pullman
Notary Public.
Billiard-Poo- l
as short. The outer garHalls.
ears were occupied by the party, num- will remain
will be presided over by Jones,
den
persons,
City
Notary
including
bering
Cleric.
BECK.
forty
FRED
about
J.
BOWLING.
BILLIARDS.
POOL.
Hahn and Dougherty. Several promBrunswick Balke Coll. Co. equip-- ,
Public, city hall corner 2nd --and several Chicago newspaper men who ising youngsters, as well as the substi
accompany
will
on
Sox
the
their
all
ment. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
Richardson ave.
of last year, were taken on the
travels. These cars will carry the tutes
trip, but stand little chance
EAST SIDE POOL HALL. A pleasparty
way to the capital of th Mexican
all
the
of getting in the regular line-uant place to spend your leisure. A
land
numerous
despite
Aztecs
the
of
Photographers.
full line cigars and tobaccoes.
changes of railroad lines.
Notice to Stockholders.
HESS & CO. Successors to Walton.
The "baseball special" will be rus'i-eThe regular annual meeting of the
First class ph6tographs, enlargethrough at the greatest possible
Bottling Works.
ments, and views.
speed; as the Sox are scheduled to stockholders of the Nogal Peak Gold,
KIRBVS BOTTLING WORKS.
So.
play an exhibition game in the City of Mining & Milling Company, for the
Main St. Refresh your memory by
Mexico immediately after their arriv- election of a Board of Directors for
Painters & Paper Hangers.'
s
phoning No. 163 for a case of
al next Saturday. The party will go
Best.
to New Orleans from this city, the ensuing year, will be held MonE. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper direct
3 p. m. in the
hanger. My painting is first class. stopping only twenty minutes there day, Marcn ll, lu'fA. atFinnegan,
Garst
I hang paper the right way. Phone to allow the cars to be switched to office of Edward
Cigar Stores.
the tracks of the Southern Pacific, Building, Roswell, New Mexico.
215.
3t26
EDW. A. FINNEGAN,
THE ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS
which will carry ihe party to San AnAss't Secretary.
CIGAR CO. Most complete line citonio and Eagle Pass. According to 10t4 eod
gars in the city.
Public Service Corporations.
the schedule the latter place will be
reached at 2 o'clock on Thursday after
ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
noon. Crossing the Rio Grande into
power.
light
The
best
and
Phone
Candy Store.
Mexico at Ciudad Porfiro Diaz into
131 and 150.
cars of the Sox will he taken in charge
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest
of the Mexican International railway,
Ibe of candies, shelled nuts, ciRacket Store.
which will take them to Torreon. The
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
Central will take the party
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in Mexican
Terreon at 9 o'clock Friday mornNotions, China,
graniteware and at
ing, and if the schedule is adhered to
cooking utensils.
Department Stores.
the champions will be landed in the
City of Mexico, via Zacatacas and
JAFFA, PRAGER & CO. Dry goods,
Real
clothing, groceries aad ranch supEstate.
about noon on Saturday.
plies.
It is expected that they 'Will be given
COOPER & MILLICE. Real Estate. an
enthusiastic recep.tion .by the AmRoom 8, Texas Block.
CO.
Dry
Goods,
residents of the Mexican capierican
Clothing, Groceries, etc. The larg- CARLTON & BELL Do the largest tal.
est supply house in the Southwest. real estate business in the city. If The Sox will stop only for a light
you are in the market to buy or luncheon of chili on came y tortillis
Wholesale and Retail.
sell, see us.
washed down with liberal doses of
Milwaukee's best cerveza, before show
Drug Stores.
R. H. McCn ne has moved his office to J. F
Ready-to-weing the Mexicans just how the AmeriApparel.
ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY CO.
can game of baseball should be play- Patterson's new harness store.
Oldest drug store in Roswell. All THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
ed. Reports from Ted Sullivan, who
things
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel has been in Mexico for some time as
.women and children. Mil- the advance agent of the Sox, state
men,
for
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters
linery a specialty.
that the Mexicans are eager to see the
for drugs, wall paper, paints, varchampions and that the games will
nish.
'
probably attract great crowds.
For
Seed Store.
the first game the players will he
Dye Works.
ROSWELL
THE
& divided into whites and blues and the
PRODUCE
SEED CO. AH kinds of field and contestants allowed to engage only in
K. C. DYE WORKS:
Recently esgarden seeds.
moderate exercise.
tablished here. Cleaning and pressSullivan has engaged quarters at
ing. Work done ty experienced
one of the best hotels in the city for
hands.
Shoe Stores.
the Sox. All of the sights of the first
THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only foreign country to be visited by an
exclusive shoe store. Peters and American baseball team will be inElectricians.
Stetson shoes our specials.
spected by the players, and it is statBERNARD
GUNSUL. 303 N. Main
ed that President Diaz is planning to
St., phone 141. Everything Electrihold a great reception in their honor.
Second Hand Stores.
' Tillman a Chautauqua Hero.
cal.
The champions will remain in the
Washington, March 5. No member
MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE. City of Mexico nine days, during that
Dealer in new and second band time four games will be played with of the senate is so greatly in demand
Furniture Stores.
goods.
the local teams comprising the Mexi- - as a public speaker as is Benjamin
R. Tillman, the pitchfork senator of
DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest ROSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
South Carolina. Now that congress
New and second
line of furniture In Roswell. See us
hand furniture,
has closed Senator Tillman will devote
N. Main.
for Refrigerators.
Hills & Rogers,
his time to the platform, and is alProp. Phone 69.
W. W. OGLE. Everything from a
ready "booked solid" on the Chautauknitting needle to an elephant, also MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
qua circuit. So great is the demand
Highest prices paid for second
Furniture and Hardware.
for his services that his agents have
hand goods.
been forced to refuse numerous profitable engagements in various parts
Grocery Stores.
Tailors.
of the country. It is a noteworthy
CO. The HAMILTON BROS.
GROCERY
WESTERN
fact that most of the engagements
Goods
called
for
THEATRE
leading grocery store, nothing but
specify that he shall discuss the race
224.
delivered.
Phone
and
the beet.
question, these requests coming from
F. C. NELMS, - Manager
the North as well as the South, showCASH
GROCERY. Kirk pat rick
Transfers.
ing the widespread interest in that
Prunty, Prop. Strictly cash. Our
problem.
JOE TORIAN. The Reliable Transgroceries are the best.
Perhaps the present popularity to
TWO SHOWS DAILY
fer man. Down town phone 224. Res
the South Carolina senator is due iu
ldence phone 426.
advertisHarness & Saddlery.
a great measure to the free
p.
7sl5
ing he has received in the newspapers
Undertakers.
,
J. F. PATTERSON.
Manufactures
in connection with the Brownsville
the finest line of leather goods in DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. ' Primatter. There is but one Ben Tillthe Pecos Valley.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
man, however, and it may be said of
Program
him as of that other famous southerner, Sam Jones, that while the newsFor
papers may have made him they can
1. Overture.
not make another like him. Which is
2. Sherlock Holmes.
a thing to be thankful for. or to be
regretted, according to the point of
3. Funny Faces.
the
Song "Watting at
4.
view.
In view of the wide demand for the
Church."
5. Overture.
services of senator Tillman as an or6. Playing Truant's.
ator, it has been suggested that he
aoo South Main Phone 175. .
engage Jefferson Davis, the new sena7. Song "My Hearts
Tonight
in Tennesec"
tor from Arkansas, as an understudy.
8. Polar Regions.
The largest and most
Davis comes to Washington heralded
stock of LUMBER,
9. Exit March.
as a picturesque whirlwind orator
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
likely to cause a stirring of the dry
bones of the senate, and if he rakes
good he may usurp a portion of the
Complete Change of
limelight which has heretofore shone
--

v.-

A COMMUNICATION POINTS OUT
GREAT NEED IN ROSWELL.

-

OMR WONDERFUL

Ivy

VALLEY

Per Hundred

Its Future Development and Advancement Will Make It a Rival of the
Best in California and Oregon:
Energy and Proper Advertising All
That is Needed.
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Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates
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Reliable Abstracts
Tour abstract should be a reliable,
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Roswell Title & Trust Co.
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utation as a forceful stump speaker
and an unique character. Taylor is
he
almost as famous as a fiddler aspart
is as a statesman and ha3 taken
in many southern "fiddling contests."
o

TRADE.
We have some fine land In artesian
belt, well located, to exchange for
Missouri, Kansas or Oklahoma prop-

erty.
CARLTON ft! BELL.

No Reserved Seats

credible historv of
your land, prepared by competent faithful en. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts 0" the Territory as evidence of
, ,
the facta therein.
phone

lOcts.

.

"Bob"
only on Tillman.
Taylor of Tennessee is another new
southern senator who has a wide rep-

Children

TWO

Aatinees Mbn. and
Sat. 3 p. m.

bank?
ilk

o

For loans on improved Pecos Valley real estate at lowest rates, apply
giving full particulars, to Box 76, care
Record,

Roswell,

N. .M.

r

04t30

FIgne with B. F. Smith when yon
oainttn. Phom ITS. 7tf

want buggy

Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sate
"
at the Record Office.
. "

San Francisco, California.
Roswell Record:
After visiting Roswell a number of
times in the past two years, and be-

ing impressed with the substantial
and rapid growth, the incomparable
natural resources surrounding you
on all sides by reason of your grand
artesian belt and your now assured
additional area to be well watered by
the new Government reservoir, it will
give you an impetus that is almost
incalculable and such an one as I do
not believe a large percentage of your
people have the proper conception of.
Your people are favored by a climate equal to the best, and In many
essentiads vastly superior to any other in the United States.
It is not known yet, to what extent
your horticulturists can demonstrate'
the variety of deciduous fruits, you
can produce, that the entire country
is largely dependent upon California
for; they do not seem to realize the
number of canneries, packing houses
and manufacturing industries that
must come with your development
and progress. Your city, and a beautiful laid out one It is, with wide
streets so prettily shaded, should develop in proportion to your rural development, and there is one thing you
are particularly lacking in and which
you must have before you can ever
hope for the investor to risk his capital in substantial and adequate modern edifices. You need a first class
"City Water Works" capable of supplying all needs and requirements
for a population of at least 15,000 and
capable of being enlarged ad interim
as your growth demands, as it surely
will.
Many of your people may say at
this juncture, "Why, my artesian gush
or is ample for my needs." Is it necessary for these same people to await
the awakening of their latent sensibilities by such an awful calamity as
befell .this great metropolis from fire,
which destroyed hundreds of millions
of dollars worth of property in four
consecutive days and night. Such as
has never been known in the history
of the world? and which could have
been averted with a very nominal
loss, if we had possessed an ample
and modern water system, but instead
it was a miserable 'makeshift allowed by an unsuccessful unscrupulous
corporation to pay dividends upon
many times the actual money invested. With a modern system, you will
find capital ready to erect fine business structures, such as your present

Record OfficG
they have, they would then believe
it no idle fancy when I earnestly say
to you, there is no better or more
promising valley upon this terrestial
sphere, than that in which Roswell is
the metropolis, and I have no axe to
grind when I tell you this, but I would
like to make it my home in preference
to any locality I have ever seen in
my own or the foreign countries I

BRIDE AND GROOM
WITNESSES TO WEDDING
Cartinus A. Marley, a young cow
man of this county, and Miss Annie
May Corn, daughter of Martin V.
Corn, of Eden Valley, were married
at eight o'clock last night, the. wedding occurring at the home of Eider
C. C. Hill,
pastor of the Christian
church, who performed the ceremony
have seen.
in the presence of a few friends. This
ceremony was hardly over when anoTruly,
STUART F. LOUGHBOROUGH. ther couple, friends of the first, arrivo
ed seeking connubial feMcity. They
were J. M. Caldwell, son of a retired
Canadian Odd Fellows.
Victoria, B. C, March 5. The grand sheep breeder of this city, and Mrs.
lodge of the Odd Fellows of British Laura Thompson,
also of Roswell.
Columbia met in annual session here They were married at 8:30, the newtoday, with several hundred delegates ly made bride and groom and their
present. Thie Manitoba grand en- friends acting as witnesses. They
campment of the order is also being made two striking couples, . both
grooms being splendid specimens of
held today at Portage la Prairie.
o
sterling young manhood, and both
brides being beautiful young women,
NOTICE OF SHERIFF SALE.
and phyBy virtue and authority of an ex- opposites in complexion
The grooms were dressed in
ecution issued from the office of the sique.
suits of black and the brides were atclerk of the District Court in and for tired in lovely dresses of white.
Mr. and Mrs. Marley left this' mornChaves County, Territory of New Mex
ico, and to me, directed wherein T. ing for Galveston, Tex., on a honeymoon trip. Upon their return they will
L. Carothers is plaintiff and Andrew
reside at the groom's ranch 25 miles
Olson is defendant being suit number northeast of Roswell. Mr. and Mrs.
I Caldwell will make their home in
999 .on the docket of said court.
have levied upon and seized the fol- Roswell.
charged
lowing described
chattels
with the lien of an mortgage and
judgment therein dated 14 day of December, 1906, for the sum of $210.00
and interest and attorneys fees for
Said
$21.00 and for costs thereon.
property described as follows:
wagon,
complete.
One
One McCormick mowing machine
bay
One
horse 4 years old, unbrand
ed, about 17 hands high.
One sorrel horse unbranded, 9 years
old, 15 hands high.
One gray mare unbranded, 9 years
old, with wire fence cut on left hind
leg.
I will on the 13 day of March, 1907,
at 11 o'clock a. m., at the door of the
court house in said county and Territory sell at public auction for cash
to the highest bidder the property
above described to satisfy said execution and cost.
C. L. BALLARD,
Sheriff Chaves County N. M.
By O. Z. FINLEY, Deputy.
Tu5t.

Piano Bargains

condition is) capable of supporting,
your suburban sections will quickly
double in population and erect more
beautiful and costly homes, because
they can- feel an assurance of fire
protection,' and because insurance
F. F. Hull returned Monday to his
rates would be less, to say nothing of home
having spent three
having water throughout their homes days in Dexter,
here on business.
and to beautify the exterior surround
ings. With such an acquisition, there
would be an immediate demand for
Q
an electric street and interurban
car system, which combined with the
system,
these three,
electric light
"Water, Lights and Cars," under one
you can
management,
well regulated
easily see what importance Roswell
would come to.
I realize your present need for cheap
fuel to accomplish all of this, and in
the interim of cheaper fuel being
found, your needs for fire protection
and healthier and more rapid growth
are dependent upon a city water supA cold is always the

3C

Bernard Pos Piano Co
EXPERT TUNING.

Telephoae

322.

"1Q

KG O lio.

result of undue exposure to low temperatures. The rapid cooling of
the surface, when not balanced by proper reaction, produces the congestion and inflammation of the nasal and bronchial membranes,
commonly called a cold. As the slightest cold
predisposes the individual to attacks of the most,
severe and dangerous character, the necessity for
its quick cure need not be emphasized. Take

ply.
When you have these three essentials to every city's needs, your
will entice of their own
volition more and better transportation facilities, which in your present
condition; your country is not ready
to offer proper support to another

steam railroad.
If only on infintesimately amount,
that has been used in advertising
California was so expended in the Pecos Valley from Roswell to Carlsbad,
as has been done in the various desert sections of far famed California,
to show the world what .far superior,
natural advantages you are surrounded by, in every conceivable way the
fertility of your soil, the greater superiority of your now known products
with the possibility of so many untried
but profitable products, your vastly
superior advantages already developed for irrigation and the stiH greater
possibilities of what can be done
to irrigate your entire valley whenever crude oil may become available.
Your superior climate upon the whole,
to the lower altitude and torrid heat
of the California inland valleys, and
last but not least, some as proficient
horticulturists as any in that famous
apple countries of Hood River Valley,
Oregon; and Yakima Valley of Washington, you have the foundation laid
to make the grandest agricultural out
put of any country under the cerulean
canopy of Heaven.
Get your City Water Works even
if the municipality has to take charge,
the other accessories will quick'y
come; then form a permanent promotion Committee with a paid competent
head to gather the actual facts of your
resources and possibilities, and have
them disseminated to the world, in literature. For every dollar so Judiciously expended, your people wtll in
a' short time get hack in Incalculable
amounts the profits of their out lay.
This kind of energy and "all pull
together" is what has made California
a land of millioriatres, a land Chat
all want to see, and if your people
would only realize K, as do those who
have seen , more ' of the world than

o
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o

n
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C In a 111 lb e v 1 a im ' s
Coiigphi
as soon as

the first indication of the cold appears

It

and all dangerous results will be avoided.

i.

I

Remedy

not only cures a cold quickly but counteracts
any tendency of a cold to result in pneumonia.
This fact has been fully proven during the epi9 demics of colds and grip of the past few years.
..."No case, of either of these diseases having re- -,
suited in pneumonia when this remedy was used,
has ever been reported to the manufacturers or
come to their notice, which shows conclusively
that it is not only the best and quickest care fot
a cold, but a certain preventive of that dangerous disease pneumonia.
;v
There is no danger in giving this remedy to
children as it contains no opium or other harmful drug. It is pleasant to take.
;

v

Price, 25c ; Large Size, 50c 0

The Morrison Bros.' Store.

The Morrison Bra.1- 6 tot.
-

Roller Skates. Enterprise Hdw. Col W. B. Sawyers, J.
Anthony, D. J.
I Howard,
o
Master Albert Anthony . H.
TV
Chambers,
M.
arnt
RilMnr
Carlsbad.
Thomnaon
WIO
of
J R rnrtiiell
C
was visiting Roe well friends, left on came down from El Ida last night to
yesterday for Texlco.
remain until Wednesday looking after
business interests.
E. J. Bates hae returned from a trip
to Pecos and other western Texas
Rev. Cf. W. Read and son left this
points buying steers.
morning for their mining claims in
o
the Capitan ' mountains, to be gone
Otto Baumer returned to his ranch indefinitely. They were accompanied
near Dexter Monday after spending se by Clarion Render,' who will be gone
vera! days In Roswell. '
several weeks on a pleasure trip.
-

I

I
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HENRY CLAY EVANS
PASSES TO REST.
Henry Clay Evans; one of Roswell 's
best citizens, died at nine. o'clock last
night at St. Mary's hospital, where
he iiad been taken two weeks before
for treatment for a complication of
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stomach trouble and rheumatism. For'
five weeks he has been a patient snf-- l
rerer with racking pain, and his death
came as a rest and relief to his tired
spirit. He was 62 years old and ha-Hved a life of usefulness.
The
was born October 15,
W. H. Smith who has .been here vis- 1844, atdeceased
.F G Kaphan, the brick contractor.
EvaasvHle.
Ark., which town
iting
days
relatives and friends a few
came up from Artesia Monday morn
was "amed for bis father. At the age
yesterday
Frio,
left
where
Texas,
for
ing on a business visit.
eight years he went with his fathhe Is engaged in doing grading on the of
er's family to Gonzales county, Tex..
road-benew
wife
railroad
His
came
and
Mrs. J. C. Wilson
ud from Dav
after that he claimed Texas
ton yesterday to spend the day shop- - daughter will continue their visit in andever
as his native state, spending practi
Roswell.
ping and visiting with friends.
cally an nis me tnere.
Evans was just out of college
John Kelly, formerly ra the dray andMr.seventeen
Breed Hurst, arrived Monday from
years of age
the
Albuquerque and will 'be here several and transfer business in Roswell, Civil War broke out. He when
promptly
came in on the auto this morning enlisted in his brother's company,
days visiting many old friends.
M
AMERICAN AND ELWOOD
from Estancla, .where he is working the first to be raised in Gonzales couno
Frank M. Yarbo rough came up at his old line and doing well. He will ty, and served with honor and bravfrom Lake Arthur Monday morning be here a week or ten days visiting ery the entire four years of the strugold friends and looking after interests. gle as a member of tie Terry Rangto spend several days in Roswell.
o
He was wounded on one occaEggs for hatching, $1.00 for 15, ers.
Theodore Burr and Judge Jerry ea
sion so seriously that .he was laid up
were
yes
sier
business visitors here
from our pen, of White Leghorns, Wa several months, but
the
terday, returning home last night.
A big display of the latest - and best in wire
as soon as possible, so soon,
service
holding
terville
strain,
world's
the
o
hardly
was
to
fact,
in
he
able
that
goods. Prices ordinary. You can save
We have the cheapest money to record of 208 eggs per hen per year.
up to his saddle.
loan on realty ra Roswell. Woodruff Roswell Poultry Yards, or Cash Gro climb
money if you buy here. Our fencing does
engaged
war
Evans
Mr.
After
the
& DeFreest, opposite Post office. lOtf cery. Phone No. 357.
in the cattle business and amassed
not sag, rust, or injure the stock. Satisfacquite a fortune. Later a greater por
tion
Guaranteed. See our line.
WANTED-Cle- an
arrived last Friday tion of this fortune was swept away
Cotton Rags Dan McCaskill
from Free port, Florida, and will open by the reverses that often came in
at the Record office.
a cold drink stand if he finds a suita those days to the western cattleman
ble location.
He had bad luck the Three years ago he came to Roswell,
C.
Montgomery
Dr.
F.
of Lake Ar first day he was in town, when he from Alva, O. T., where he had resid
thur, was here Sunday and Monday fell on the sidewalk and sprained his ed some time. Since his arrival in
visiting friends and looking after bu left wrist so badly that he carries Roswell he has assisted his wife in
siness.
;
it in a sling.
conducting a boarding house at 314
N. Richardson avenue. He has made
The republican legislature In Ne a host of friends nere, an oi wnom
airs. M. ts. foreman returned on
t
railroad fare deeply regret his death
the auto today from Estancla, where braska passed a
t
Besides the widow, the deceased
fare provision was
she has been visiting relatives sev bill. The
hi the democratic state plaform but leaves three sisters and one brother.
eral days. '
was conspicuous by its absence from one son and two daughters. His son
J. W. Thomas went to Carlsbad last the republican state platform. The Clarence Evans, lives in Detroit,
night to remain till Wednesday on republican legislature is, therefore. Mich. Mrs. W. C. Miller, of Medicine
business for the Roswell Hardware 10 De congratulated, like .the republi Lodge, Kan., and Mrs- - Frank Priestly,
Phone No. 35
can president, for occasionally going of Gonzales, Tex., are tne daughters.
Get Our Estimates on Bills
Company.
Bryan's Commoner.
democratic.
These relatives have been telegraphed, but it is not known whether any
T. F. Oazier returned to his work
of them can come. Mr. Evans also
at Avalon Dam yesterday after a
$500.00 Reward.
of Mr. and Mrs.
visit of two days with his family in
Is offered for the arrest and con was a brother-in-laviction of any person stealing sheep W. P. LittlefieW, of this city.
this city.
Mr. Evans was a member of the
from any member of this Association.
Episcopal church and of the I. O. O.
J. Blanton came in on the auto
A. D. GARRETT,
F. While ae had never joined
from his ranch near Needmore, the
CHAS. DE BREMOND,
Camp U. C. V.. he was thor
C. C. MARTIN,
house and returned to his
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
oughly in sympathy with the organi
home today.
W. S. PRAGER,
zation. Furthermore, he was a splenJOHN MATHERSON,
did citizen and a good man.
Mrs. D. C. Steele and Mrs. E .J. Gun
W. H. LONG.
The funeral will be held Wednesday
ter went to Artesia yesterday for a
ELZA WHITE, Secy.
afternoon at two o'clock from the
two days' visit with the family, of
(dlw4. Mar. 5)
home. Rev. Edwin Emerson Davis
o
Dr. in. l. uunaway.
conduct the service and the Odd
The Fraternal Order of Eagles will will
Dr. J. F. Scott "returned last night give a ball and supper In the Gaul- - Fellows will be in charge of the bu
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all tiroes.
from a business .trip to Oklahoma lieur Hall, Thursday evening, March rial.
Come and inspect our stock.
o
City. Dr. Scott is a brother of City 7, 1907, at 8:30 o'clock. All Eagles
Transfers in Real Estate.
Attorney K. K. Scott.
are invited to attend. Admission $1.00
The following deeds have been filper couple.
.
03 12
Mrs. T. S. Johnson left Monday for
J. C. GILBERT,
ed for record in the office of Probate
her home in Vian, I. T.. She has been
M. CALDWELL,
J.
Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle.
14, and 16, block 11, Hagerman.
J. K. Hearte to Lula Hearte, for
here two weeks visiting her sister-inJOE MILLS,
C. C. Tannehill to J. E. Mitchell,
Spring
South
The
a:ad
law, Mrs. J. L. Adams.
$180,
Ranch
lots 1, 2 and 3, block 49, Lake
Cattle
Committee.
and ten
for $400, ten acres in
in the Rio Hondo Reservoir Company to Thompson and Letton, Arthur.
shares
J. H. McPherson went to Hagerman
Notice, Tree Planters.
for $70, lots 1, 2 and 3 block 6, Elkins.
J. K. Hearte to Lula Hearlefor $500
Users' Association.
last night to look after the work on m I have a nice assortment of apples, Water
W. F. Brown to R. F. Adams, for lots 13, 14 and 15, the east half of lot
E. O. Miller to the Bloom Land &
his new barber shop there. He will plums, pears, cherries, shade trees Cattle Company, for $ land other con- $1,250, ten and threeeighths acres 20, also lot 21, block 6:?. Lake Arthur.
be gone several days.
and roses by my shop on South Main sideration, forty acres in
and ten share in the Rio
in
J. K. Hearte to Lula Hearte, for
St. Drop me a card. I will do the rest.
$450, lots 1 to 12, inclusive, block :!!.
R. Wheeler to W. H. Bodenhamer, Hondo Reservoir Water Users'
3tf.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Gran don arriv
R. F. CRUSE.
for $1,800, a half interest in lots 10,
Lake Arthur.
ed last night from Canyon City, Texas
and will make Roswell their home.
,
Mr. Grandon is a printer.
1

Field Fence & Poultry Netting

Here is the most interesting
collection of Women's Walking Skirts that you have seen
in a long while, every skirt in
.the gathering rs new, is the
approved style, and many of
them offer special reasons in
the way of prices. Why you
should seize quickly the opportunity that is presented
for this week.

tCabo

Corsets

I

two-cen-

two-cen-

1

vai-verd-

Kemp Lumber Co

e

half-wa- y

.

Lumber

,

.

3.

Have no Brass
Eyelets and

H. S. Boyce returned yesterday to
his home in Amarillo after a business
visit here with J. H. Charless. They
were working on a cattle deal.

Cost

Roller Skates. Enterprise Hdw.

11.00

to

Co

o

D. J. Swartzend ruber arrived Sun
day from Kalona, Iowa, and will be
here some time seeing the country and
looking for a location and investment

$3.50.

Morrison Bros'.

Co

showing

of Ladies'

Roy Mook came up Monday from
Dexter, where he has been for two
weeks looking after drilling", contracts
and work for the Parker Drilling Co.

First-

L. A. Dickson came up from Artesia
yesterday to remain a week or tea
days putting in a pumping plant for
D. R. Brttt on his place southwest of

Spring Suits in silk and wool

-

town.
313-31-

5

o

Main Street

George Penry left Monday for his
home in Cabery, Illinois. He has been
here visiting his wife, who is making
an extended stay in Roswell for her

W. A. Fowler returned Monday from health.

a three days' prospecting trip to Ar
tesia.

S. C.

sight-seein- g

Roller Skates. Enterprise Hdw. Co
County Assessor Johnnie Peck went
to Kenna yesterday on a short busi' Boellner, the
has It ness
Jeweler.
trip.
S?tt
cheaper.
J. R .Rector, the colored preach
S. C. Grant went to Torrance on the er,Rev.
yesterday on a business trip
left
auto Monday.
to Dallas.
Dr. Farnaworth, of Hagermao, was
Horses and mules 'bought and sold.
here Monday.
Woodruff ft DeFreest, opposite the
lOtf.
Jim Edgar returned Monday from a Postoffice.
trip to Carlsbad.
went
to Artesia last
Fred Miller
to spend a day on his claim near
J. K. Heart came up from Lake night
that place.
Arthur Monday morning.
L. D. Adair came up from Pecos
H. C Elrick came up from Dexter Monday
morning for a weeks visit
Monday morning on business.
with friends.
O. C. Morgan, of Lake Arthur, was
John Ashenhust went to Artesia
business visitor here Monday.
last night on business for the Roswell
works.
W. H. Rhodes left last night on a Marnle
Carlsbad.
to
trip
week' fcusinees
A. L. HuH went to Carlsbad last
A. F. Wetter, of Dallas,' airlyed in night to begin his duties as court
the city Monday cm a 'business visit. stenographer.
t

to

j

o

E. F. Walker and G. A. Davisson
Divers want to hl ranch
yesterday ilooklng after bu
near Campbell yesterday for a short were here
siness matters.
'
TiSiC
'
L. w. Goodel drove tip from Dex
blacksmith of
J. B. TTiimtTT. the
on
boeineas remaining
yesterday
busiter
Dexter, jraa tore Monday on
over until today.

Jane Jumper Jacket

and Shirtwaist styles, each

en-

Clark and son left Monday larged pictures at Artesia and Carlstrip to bad, aftef spending a day with his
family in Roswell.

on a three days'
Pecos.

Fra-- k

D. C. Steele, returned Monday
his work of soMoiting orders for

in the

A. J. Foster, who has been here two
weeks nursing his brother, C. W. Fos
ter, left yesterday for his home in
Lake Arthur. He left the patient ve
ry much improved.
City property, improved farms, land
in 2H acre block Joining City on the
East, suitable for suburban home and
truck raising. Woodruff & DeFreest,
opposite Postoffice.
lOtf.

suit

showing careful

and in point of style and
quality you will find them

-

G. Laving of the south part of the
county, went to Torrance on the automobile Monday, on a business trip
to various points in the central por
tion of the territory.

remarkably low in the price.

Col. Charles E. Baker left last night
for Carlsbad on a week's business trip
in the interest of the New York Life
Insurance Company, for which he is
agent in the Pecos Valley.
o
Mrs. C. M. Mayes has been quite
sick at her home at the corner of Al

Ladies' WaBsfts
very
handsomely trimmed in pin tucks embroidery
and German Vals from $1.50 to 4.50, plain
tailored linens from $1.75 to 3.50, fancy
silks from $5.00 to 10.00.

A complete line in the

ameda street and South Kentucky
avenue for the past week and has
been confined to her bed.

Elste

a

cfclty

Mr. and Mrs, Eph Guthrie and the

latter' aister. Miss Archie Burkett,
for seven years a resident of Roswell,
left last night for Carlsbad, where
they expect to make their home.
G. C. CHne, of Dayton. Ohio, who
has been here a week, seeing the conn-try- ,
went to El Ida yesterday to see
the country around that place. He
will return to Roswell in few days.
Marriage license was granted yes
terday to CartJeus A. Marley. aged
31, a cow man of tbis county, and Annie May Cora, aged 18, daughter of M.
V. Com, of Eden Valley, north of

RoswelL

-

:

representative
N. D.
of the Haywood Brothers & Wakefield Furniture Company, came in on
the auto yesterday from Ei Paso, via
Torrance to call on local furniture
t.

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

Boiler Skates. Enterprise, Hdw. Co

Lingerie, some

V
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Ga i cimming

selec-tio- n
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